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A B S T R A C T

We examine the prevalence of gradualist strategies and their effect on trust-building and economic gains in a setting with an infinite horizon, asymmetric information regarding the trustworthiness of receivers, and various levels of trust. The theoretical literature suggests that gradualist strategies mitigate asymmetric information problems and foster trust-building. However, we theoretically and experimentally show that gradualism sometimes reduces joint payoffs relative to a simple “binary” setting in which trust is an all-or-nothing decision. In a series of experiments, we vary the degree of asymmetric information as well as the economic returns to trusting behavior, and delineate circumstances under which gradualism may promote or curb efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Many economic relationships lack formal enforcement and rely on trust for generating mutual gains from trade. One major concern at the beginning of such relationships is the prospect of facing an opportunistic partner who is around for short term gains. This is why a first-time buyer may be concerned about the credibility of a supplier, a lender about the repayment incentives of a first-time borrower, and a manager about the tendency of a new employee to shirk responsibilities. The literature suggests that under such asymmetric information, gradualism is a natural candidate for equilibrium trust profiles (i.e., the relationship starts small with testing levels of trade, and stakes in the relationship increase after successful
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1 This is the subject matter of a large literature on self-enforcing agreements and relational contracts (see, among others, Bull (1987), Macleod and Malcolmson (1989), Baker et al. (2002), and Levin (2003)).
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The positive effects of gradualism seem to be confirmed by its prevalence in practice, for example, in markets (see, e.g., McMillan and Woodruff, 1999; Rauch and Watson, 2003) and microcredit lending (Morduch, 1999). In the latter context, this practice is called “progressive lending” and involves gradually increasing loan sizes for borrowers who are in good standing. Of course, the role of gradualism in relationships is not limited to market settings. For example, many marriages are initiated after partners go through numerous smaller steps, such as dates, vacations, cohabitation, and engagement.

Gradualist strategies can—in theory—circumvent asymmetric information problems and foster trust-building by limiting the payoff loss from a betrayal. However, gradualist strategies are quite sophisticated in that people may easily “test” too little or too much relative to the optimal level. Furthermore, it is not clear gradualism maximizes overall efficiency, for example, relative to simpler settings where options for “starting small” are limited. Therefore, we investigate the efficiency properties of gradualism not only within but also across games. While theory so far has emphasized the potential benefits of gradualism, our framework also highlights the possible costs. Importantly, we theoretically and experimentally delineate circumstances under which gradualism performs better or worse than a natural benchmark that restricts the scope for testing strategies.

We consider settings in which two players, a sender and a receiver, play a generalized version of the so-called trust game infinitely many times. The sender moves first by choosing either no trust or one of three positive trust levels: low trust, medium trust or high trust. If a positive trust level is chosen, the receiver chooses whether to return or default, whereas if the sender chooses no trust, the receiver has no choice to make, and both parties receive their outside options. We call such a game the “gradual game.” The receiver has private information regarding his type, which is either high or low. The high-type receiver is a cooperative commitment type who always returns trust, whereas the low type is in principle untrustworthy; that is, for the low type it is strictly optimal to (eventually) default given any sender strategy involving trust.

All equilibria of the gradual games in our experiment are characterized by gradualism: the sender starts by choosing low trust and increases the trust level gradually as long as the receiver returns. Because the payoff loss for the sender from receiver default is smaller at lower trust levels, gradualist strategies make senders better off by limiting potential default losses. In the experiment, we measure the extent to which sender behavior in the gradual game is consistent with our game-theoretic predictions.

For every gradual game, we introduce a corresponding “binary game”: this game differs from its gradual version only in that low and medium trust levels are absent—all other parameters are held constant. In the gradual game, the sender uses “gradualist incentives” in addition to “dynamic incentives” (i.e., static Nash reversion as punishment for default). In the binary game, the sender can only use dynamic incentives.

While the previous literature emphasized that gradualism promotes trust building and efficiency, neither theory nor experimental work considered the efficiency gains from gradualist strategies against a restricted reference, such as the binary game. In theory, whether gradualism always improves joint efficiency is not obvious. Therefore, we develop a theoretical framework and outline conditions under which the gradual game performs better or worse than its binary version. In our framework, the sender is always (weakly) better off in the gradual game than in the binary game, but this is not true for the receiver nor for joint efficiency. To see why, first note that if the prior probability of meeting a high-type receiver is relatively low, then the sender would take the limited risk of testing the receiver in the gradual game, but avoid the higher risk of trusting in the binary game. In this case, both the sender and receiver are better off in the gradual game. As the prior probability of meeting a high type increases, there will be a range of priors such that (i) the sender still strictly prefers a gradualist strategy in the gradual game as this limits the risk exposure of the sender, and yet, (ii) the sender will also take a chance on the receiver and trust in the binary game as the risk of default is not too high. For this range of priors, the receiver is strictly better off in the binary game than in the gradual game, since the higher the trust level, the higher the payoff of the receiver. In fact, we show that joint payoffs will also be strictly higher in the binary game than in the gradual game for a subset of this range of priors. In line with our discussion above, whether or not the gradual game performs better is characterized by a threshold prior probability of meeting a high-type receiver. That is, if the prior probability of meeting a high type is below the threshold, then the gradual game makes both senders and receivers better off relative to its binary counterpart, but if the prior exceeds the threshold, the gradual game is no longer advantageous, and joint efficiency may be strictly higher in the binary game. The threshold probability can be interpreted as a statistic reflecting the sender’s risk when trusting in the binary game: the higher the threshold, the higher the risk. The threshold probability depends on the game parameters, which we vary across our experimental games.

We have in total four pairs of gradual and binary game treatments. In these treatment pairs, we manipulate sender payoffs as well as the probability of meeting a high type using different types of computerized receivers in order to test our theoretical predictions. Experimental results provide support for the gradualism hypothesis. A large majority of the sender behavior in our four gradual games can be classified as belonging to one of six intuitive categories, and the category
comprising behavior consistent with equilibrium predictions is statistically the largest. Furthermore, given empirical receiver behavior, equilibrium strategies make senders better off than non-equilibrium strategies as predicted.

Regarding the efficiency effect of gradualism, we observe that the experimental results are overall consistent with our theoretical framework. The gradual game performs better than its binary version in terms of joint payoffs only in the treatment pair where there are computerized receivers programmed to always default, and the payoff return to the sender from trust is relatively low. Under these two conditions, taking a chance on the receiver is a risky endeavor in the binary game, and thus, many senders are unwilling to trust, whereas in the gradual game senders frequently use testing strategies, which is conducive to trust and boosts cooperation. In the remaining treatment pairs, the sender’s risk when trusting in the binary game is significantly lower, and in line with this, most senders choose to trust in the binary game. As a result, the presence of gradualist strategies either does not benefit or even hampers efficiency in these treatment pairs.

Our theoretical and experimental findings suggest that the merits of gradualism as a trust-building mechanism underscored in the previous literature are conditional. In fact, restricting the scope for gradualism may boost joint efficiency if a sufficiently large proportion of receivers is high type implying that the sender faces only a moderate risk of default in the binary game. This may have important practical implications. As an example, progressive lending by microcredit institutions is strictly gradualist and relies on lending only very small amounts at the beginning. It is usually argued that initial loans are too small to help borrowers. Therefore, whether such steep progressivity in the lending schedule is too prudent or efficient is a relevant empirical question especially for non-profit lenders, which care about borrower welfare. Field research varying the progressivity of the lending schedule could inform policy makers and non-profit lenders on how to efficiently tailor the loan size and growth over time. This is a possible direction for future research.

2. Related literature

There is an extensive literature on reputation and cooperation building that dates back to the seminal works by Kreps and Wilson (1982), Milgrom and Roberts (1982) and Kreps et al. (1982). While Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982) analyze an entry-deterrence game, Kreps et al. (1982) show that incomplete information about players’ preferences can sustain cooperation in the equilibrium of a finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma game.5

Exponents have implemented the model by Kreps et al. (1982) and its variants in the laboratory in order to test the sequential equilibrium predictions. While Andreoni and Miller (1993) study a finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma game as in Kreps et al. (1982), Camerer and Weigelt (1988), and the subsequent studies by Neral and Ochs (1992), Anderhub et al. (2002), Brandts and Figueras (2003), and Grosskopf and Sarin (2010) study whether sequential equilibrium is successful in predicting behavior in a finitely repeated binary trust game, varying different dimensions in the design (e.g., the probability with which the receiver is a trustworthy type, the observability of past choices of the receiver to the sender, or whether the trustworthy type is computized). Brown et al. (2004) consider finitely repeated gift-exchange games between employers and workers and show that initial behavior of both the employer and the worker is important for the functioning of successful “long-term” relations with high-wage and high-effort choices. Brown and Serra-Garcia (2017) analyze a finitely repeated lending game in which a creditor can make one of several loan offers to a borrower to study the effect the threat of terminating the relationship has on the nature and functioning of implicit loan contracts. Cochard et al. (2004) study a finitely repeated investment game to analyze the explanatory power of reputation building as well as reciprocity with respect to their experimental data. Huck et al. (2016) use a binary trust game to study reputation building for quality on the part of a seller.

The experimental papers discussed above study games that are finitely repeated. In the equilibrium of a finitely repeated game, it is not generally possible to build up a relationship gradually because in every new period, there are fewer periods remaining, and the future value of the relationship is constantly decreasing, which reduces the incentive of the sender to increase stakes gradually.6 This is also empirically validated as Brown et al. (2004) find that successful relationships are not gradualist, but rather exhibit high wage and high effort from the very beginning. Furthermore, many economic relationships realistically have an indefinite time span rather than a fixed known horizon. Therefore, we focus on infinitely repeated trust games with variable trust levels. We show that equilibrium strategies are gradualist, and these strategies enable the sender and the high type receiver to reach the efficient level of trade after a testing period. This connects our paper to a branch of the theoretical reputation literature that draws a similar conclusion in diverse settings (see, e.g., Sobel, 1985; Ghosh and Ray, 1996; Kranton, 1996; Watson, 1999, 2002; Halac, 2012; Kartal, 2018). In addition, our paper relates to a burgeoning experimental literature on infinitely repeated games.7 Most of this experimental literature has so far focused on simple stage games—for exceptions, see e.g., Vespa and Wilson (2019), Wilson and Vespa (2020), and Bernard et al. (2018). Bernard et al. (2018) is also related as they study an infinitely repeated labor market setting with various possible cooperation levels and show that their experimental findings can be organized by a simple model where all employees are one of two behavioral

5 If each player is a type that is “committed” to a tit-for-tat strategy with some positive probability, then reputation concerns can motivate self-interested players to imitate a committed type for some time and generate cooperative behavior in a finitely repeated prisoners’ dilemma game.

6 See as an example the theoretical predictions in Camerer and Weigelt (1988). The sender is less likely to choose trust over the course of the game even if the receiver has always returned in the past and holds a perfect record.

types: cooperative or uncooperative. Our design enables us to have very precise theoretical predictions to measure the extent of equilibrium gradualist behavior, and we evaluate theoretically and experimentally the effectiveness of gradualism on fostering trust. Unlike the previous theoretical and experimental literature, our study highlights not only the benefit but also the potential cost of gradualism relative to a simpler setting that restricts the scope for gradualist strategies.

3. Model

We analyze an infinitely repeated game with the following features. At the beginning of each period \( t = 0, 1, \ldots \), the sender chooses either no trust (\( N \)) or one of \( n \geq 2 \) positive trust levels. If the sender chooses a positive trust level, then the receiver chooses between return (\( R \)) and default (\( D \)). In order to reduce notation and conserve space in the text, we assume that \( n = 3 \) as in our experimental design. That is, at the beginning of each period, the sender chooses either no trust (\( N \)) or one of three positive trust levels: low trust (\( L \)), medium trust (\( M \)), and high trust (\( H \)). In Online Appendix A.2, we present and prove the main theoretical result of this section in the general setting with arbitrary \( n \) and payoffs. The respective monetary payoffs for the sender and the receiver in the stage game are consistent with the typical trust game à la Berg et al. (1995):

- The sender and the receiver have conflicting interests. If a positive trust level is chosen, then the sender is strictly better off if the receiver returns, whereas the receiver is strictly better off if he defaults. In addition, the higher the trust level, the lower (higher) the payoff of the sender (receiver) if the receiver defaults.
- The payoff from mutual cooperation (i.e., choice of a positive trust level followed by return) strictly increases in the trust level for both players.

We call this game with multiple levels of trust the “gradual game” and denote it by \( \Gamma_G \). Next, \( \Gamma_B \) denotes the “binary game” version of \( \Gamma_G \) in which sender choices are restricted to only \( N \) and \( H \). Fig. 1 presents the gradual and binary game payoffs in our baseline treatments as an example. In both \( \Gamma_G \) and \( \Gamma_B \), stage game payoffs for the sender and the receiver are discounted in future periods according to \( \delta_S \) and \( \delta_R \), respectively.

The receiver is privately informed about his type, which is either high or low. The sender only knows the prior probability that the receiver is a high type, denoted by \( \mu \). The high type receiver is a cooperative type who always returns the sender’s trust regardless of payoffs and \( \delta_R \). The low-type receiver maximizes his monetary payoff and is untrustworthy in the context of our games as follows: the value of \( \delta_R \) and the stage-game payoffs are such that for any trust profile, the low-type receiver will—eventually—default. Since the high type never defaults, hereafter we focus only on the behavior of the sender and the low-type receiver, and receiver refers to the low type unless otherwise stated.

We compare \( \Gamma_G \) to its binary version \( \Gamma_B \) theoretically and experimentally regarding their trust-fostering and efficiency-enhancing properties under asymmetric information. Previous theoretical studies suggest that gradualism is a natural candidate for equilibrium profiles in \( \Gamma_G \) and highlight it as a successful trust-building mechanism. While the restricted game \( \Gamma_B \) does not allow for gradualism, the sender in \( \Gamma_B \) may still discipline the receiver via the threat of static Nash reversion. Therefore, \( \Gamma_B \) is a simple but relevant reference with which the potential benefit of gradualism in \( \Gamma_G \) can be compared. Although the sender is always (weakly) better off in \( \Gamma_G \) than in \( \Gamma_B \), whether relationships are unambiguously more efficient in \( \Gamma_G \) than in \( \Gamma_B \) is not clear.

The magnitude of the prior \( \mu \) is of utmost importance regarding the comparison of \( \Gamma_G \) to its restricted version \( \Gamma_B \). To show this, let \( \mu_B \) denote the value of \( \mu \) that makes the sender in \( \Gamma_B \) exactly indifferent between the non-trusting strategy “always \( N \)” and the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with \( H \). In every gradual game of our experiment, sender

---

8 As will become clear below, the low-type receiver may optimally default at a later round in \( \Gamma_B \) if the sender uses a gradualist strategy.

9 More formally, the conditionally trusting strategy is such that the sender starts by choosing \( H \) at \( t = 0 \) and chooses \( H \) if the receiver returned in all previous periods, and always \( N \) otherwise.
payoffs are such that if \( \mu = \mu_B \), then both “always N” and the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with H are strictly dominated by a gradualist strategy for the sender in \( \Gamma_C \). This is a sufficient condition to prove the following result for our experimental gradual games and their binary versions (we present and prove the general result in Online Appendix A.2).

**Proposition 1.**

(i) There exists \( \mu \geq 0 \) such that for \( \mu < \mu \), neither \( \Gamma_B \) nor \( \Gamma_C \) involves trust in equilibrium.

(ii) **Benefit of gradualism:** For all \( \mu \in [\mu, \mu_B) \), both the sender and the receiver are better off in \( \Gamma_C \) than in \( \Gamma_B \).

(iii) For all \( \mu \geq \mu_B \), the sender is better off, and the receiver is worse off in \( \Gamma_C \) than in \( \Gamma_B \) (the effect on joint expected payoffs is ambiguous).\(^{10}\)

(iv) **Cost of gradualism:** There exists a non-empty, non-singleton interval \( I \subset [\mu_B, 1) \) such that for all \( \mu \in I \), joint expected payoffs are strictly higher in \( \Gamma_B \) than in \( \Gamma_C \).

The intervals of priors corresponding to parts (i)-(iv) of Proposition 1 are illustrated in Fig. 2. Part (i) of Proposition states that with very low levels of the prior, even gradualist strategies are unattractive to senders, and there will be no trust in either type of game. Part (ii) of Proposition 1 highlights the advantage of gradualism consistent with the previous theoretical literature: the gradual game \( \Gamma_C \) can foster trust for priors that are lower than \( \mu_B \) unlike its binary version \( \Gamma_B \). That is, if the prior probability of meeting a high-type receiver is low (but not too low so that \( \mu \geq \mu \)), then the sender would only trust when the default risk can be mitigated by use of gradualist strategies, which are not available in the binary game. In other words, for this range of priors the gradual game equilibrium involves trust-building in equilibrium, whereas trusting the receiver is too risky in the binary version — here the ability to use gradualist strategies increases efficiency. Once the prior probability of meeting a high type is high enough and exceeds \( \mu_B \), the gradual game loses its trust-fostering advantage over the binary game (part (iii) of Proposition 1). While the sender still prefers a gradualist strategy in the gradual game for most of this range of priors, the sender will also take a chance on the receiver and risk trusting in the binary game as the share of high-type receivers is high enough. More formally, if \( \mu \geq \mu_B \), then the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with H is optimal in \( \Gamma_B \). Moreover, in this range of priors the preference of senders for gradualist strategies can limit joint payoffs relative to those in the binary game, since lower levels of trust are achieved during the phase of trust-building (part (iv) of Proposition 1).

As a result, whether the prior probability \( \mu \) is below or above \( \mu_B \) in practice is crucial to understand the efficiency impact of gradualism relative to the restricted benchmark \( \Gamma_B \). Our experimental design presents gradual and binary games that systematically vary \( \mu \) and \( \mu_B \) to test the predictions of Proposition 1 and identify conditions under which the presence of gradualist strategies generates costs or benefits.

### 4. Experimental design and predictions

The experiment consists of several infinitely-repeated gradual and binary game treatments. In all treatments, \( \delta_S = 0.75 \) and \( \delta_B = 0.5 \). At the beginning of each session, each subject is randomly assigned the role of a sender or a receiver. Subjects remain in the same role throughout the session. Every treatment involves eight senders and eight receivers. In every treatment, one of the eight receivers is a computerized player that is programmed to always return (i.e., a high-type receiver).\(^{11}\) The probability that a sender meets the computerized high-type receiver is equal to 1/8 in every repeated game, which is common knowledge in the experiment.

\(^{10}\) More precisely, the effect on joint payoffs is ambiguous except if \( \mu \) is sufficiently close to 1, in which case the sender chooses the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with H in both games, and thus, equilibrium behavior and trust outcomes are identical.

\(^{11}\) Many experiments on hidden-information games involve such players (see, e.g., Neral and Ochs, 1992; Andreoni and Miller, 1993; Anderhub et al., 2002; Grosskopf and Sarin, 2010; and Embrey et al., 2015).
As in le Treatments

Notes: The sender's payoffs that change in the hr- and le-treatments in comparison to the bl-treatments appear in boxes.

Table 1

Experimental design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>#high-type computers</th>
<th>#myopic computers</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>μ B</th>
<th>ρ B</th>
<th># Subjects</th>
<th># Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2 (7ρ + 1)</td>
<td>0.158, 0.038</td>
<td>90 + 90</td>
<td>6 + 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2 (7ρ + 1)</td>
<td>0.256, 0.150</td>
<td>90 + 90</td>
<td>6 + 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/2 (7ρ + 1)</td>
<td>0.333, 0.238</td>
<td>90 + 90</td>
<td>6 + 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/2 (4ρ + 1)</td>
<td>0.333, 0.417</td>
<td>72 + 72</td>
<td>6 + 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: As explained in the text, μ equals 1/2 + 7/2C-myopic ρ, where ρ is the share of experimental subjects that behave like a high-type receiver, and C-myopic ∈ (0, 3) refers to the number of computerized receivers that always default; μ B is the value of μ that makes the sender in the binary version Γ B indifferent between the non-trusting strategy "always N" and the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with H; and ρ B is the threshold value of ρ so that μ = μ B.

We have four pairs of gradual and binary game treatments, and Fig. 3 presents experimental stage-game payoffs in these treatments. Note that the receiver payoffs presented in Fig. 1 do not change across treatment pairs. The receiver stage-game payoff values and δ B = 0.5 are such that if a subject in the role of receiver is a monetary payoff maximizer, then this subject is a low-type receiver given our definition in Section 3. More specifically, given these experimental values, a receiver who maximizes own monetary payoff will never choose R in the binary game and may choose R only after L in order to imitate a high type but will default once M or H is chosen. However, we cannot fully control the preferences and choices of subjects, and therefore, μ = 1/8 in the experiment if and only if the behavior of subjects in the receiver role is consistent with low-type behavior. Put differently, if some subjects in the receiver role exhibit high-type behavior, this will increase the experimental magnitude of μ above 1/8.

As discussed in the previous section and stated in Proposition 1, Γ B promotes trust building and efficiency relative to Γ B if μ is relatively low, but may hinder efficiency if μ > μ B. We designed four pairs of experimental treatments that manipulate μ and μ B in order to test predictions of Proposition 1. The experimental variation in μ B across pairs of treatments stems from the variation in sender payoffs. We vary μ experimentally via different types of computerized receivers. We now describe our experimental treatments.

- **bl-treatments**: These are the baseline treatments that were presented earlier in Fig. 1. The computerized high-type receiver is the only computerized player in these treatments.

- **hr-treatments**: These treatments only modify two of the sender payoffs vis-à-vis the baseline treatments making trust more risky (payoff values in boxes in Fig. 3 indicate the modified payoffs); if the sender chooses H in the (binary or gradual) game and the receiver defaults, then the payoff of the sender is −20 (instead of 0 as in the bl-treatments). In order to make the sender payoffs more balanced across L, M and H, we also made the following adjustment: if the sender chooses M and the receiver defaults, then the sender payoff is 4 (instead of 12 as in bl). We denote these high-risk games as the hr-gradual game and the hr-binary game. These payoff changes increase the theoretical μ B as indicated in Table 1.
- **le-treatments**: These treatments reduce efficiency gains from mutual cooperation by modifying sender payoffs in the bl-treatments as follows. If the sender chooses $L (M) \{H\}$ and the receiver returns, the sender receives a payoff of $28 (32)$ [36], rather than $32 (44)$ [56] as in bl. We denote these low-efficiency games as the le-gradual game and the le-binary game. These changes increase the theoretical $\mu_B$ further as indicated in Table 1.

- **vcle-treatments**: These treatments are identical to the le-treatments except that, in addition to the computerized high-type receiver, three out of eight receivers are computerized and programmed to always default, which is common knowledge. We denote these low-efficiency games with various computerized receivers as the vcle-gradual game and the vcle-binary game. Thus, $\mu_B$ is identical across le-treatments and vcle-treatments, however $\mu$ is lower in the vcle-treatments than in others as indicated in Table 1. Below, we explain this difference in $\mu$ in detail.

**Difference in $\mu$ across treatments**: Due to the presence of one computerized high-type receiver in all treatments and the additional presence of three computerized receivers that always default in the vcle-treatments, the experimental magnitude of $\mu$ is given by the following equation:

$$\mu = \frac{1}{8} + \frac{7 - C_{myopic}}{8} \rho,$$

where $\rho$ is the share of experimental subjects that behave like a high type, and $C_{myopic} \in [0, 3]$ refers to the number of computerized receivers that always default. Thus, $\mu$ is strictly lower in the vcle-treatments than in others provided that $\rho > 0$ and assuming $\rho$ is constant across treatments. By (1) above, whether $\mu$ is above or below $\mu_B$ in our treatments depends on $\rho$, which in turn depends on subjects’ preferences and behavior. We define $\rho_B$ as the theoretical threshold value of $\rho$ so that $\mu = \mu_B$; that is, $\rho_B$ solves $\frac{1}{8} + \frac{7 - C_{myopic}}{8} \rho_B = \mu_B$. Hence, $\rho_B$ is the theoretical value quantifying the expected benefit of $\Gamma_C$ over $\Gamma_B$ in our treatments because

$$\rho > \rho_B \text{ if and only if } \mu > \mu_B.$$

This implies that the higher the magnitude of $\rho_B$, the higher the chances we have $\rho < \rho_B$, (i.e., $\mu < \mu_B$), and the higher the chances $\Gamma_C$ generates higher joint payoffs than $\Gamma_B$. Conversely, the lower the magnitude of $\rho_B$, the higher the chances $\rho > \rho_B$, (i.e., $\mu > \mu_B$), and the higher the chances joint payoffs in $\Gamma_B$ exceed those in $\Gamma_C$ (see $\mu$, $\mu_B$, and $\rho_B$ values for each pair of treatments in Table 1). Hence, we derive Hypothesis 1 indicating that the comparison of payoffs across the gradual game and its binary version depends on $\rho_B$.

**Hypothesis 1.** (i) The gradual game format is more likely to be harmful when $\rho_B$ is low, and more likely to be beneficial when $\rho_B$ is high. More generally, (ii) the difference in (sender, receiver, and joint) payoffs between a gradual game and the corresponding binary game is increasing in $\rho_B$ because the predicted prevalence of “always $N$” in the binary game is increasing in $\rho_B$.

To explain Hypothesis 1 intuitively, consider the benchmark case where $\rho = 0$; that is, subjects in the role of a receiver are all low-type receivers and therefore, $\mu = 1/8$. If $\mu = 1/8$, then trust is too risky for senders in our experimental binary games, and the unique equilibrium is “always $N$”. In contrast, every equilibrium of the experimental gradual games involves trust as discussed below and thus, we are in part (ii) of Proposition 1. But $\mu = \frac{1}{8} + \frac{7 - C_{myopic}}{8} \rho$, and thus, $\mu$ exceeds $1/8$ in the experiment if $\rho > 0$. So, how robust is the “always $N$” prediction in the binary game? This is summarized by $\rho_B$: the higher the $\mu_B$ value, the higher the sender’s risk when trusting in the binary game, and the more robust the “always $N$” prediction. More formally, the magnitude of $\rho_B$ equals the minimum fraction of subjects who must behave like a high-type receiver so that the conditionally trusting strategy that starts with $H$ is the unique equilibrium of the binary game. Thus, $\rho_B$ can be interpreted as a statistic reflecting the sender’s risk of trusting in the binary game. As an example, the $\rho_B$ value is only 3.8% in the baseline treatments meaning that if more than just 3.8% of experimental subjects behave like a high type, then trust becomes part of equilibrium in the baseline binary game, and part (ii) of Proposition 1 is not relevant.

---

12 There are two possible, but not mutually exclusive, explanations regarding subjects in the role of a receiver who deviate from own payoff maximization and behave like a high type. Firstly, a fraction of subjects may be prosocial (see Kartal and Müller (2018) regarding the relevance of social preferences in infinitely repeated settings). Secondly, cognitive limitations may play a role (we are grateful to an anonymous referee for this suggestion). That is, subjects may misinterpret payoff parameters and incentives of the game and believe trustworthy behavior maximizes their payoff. In accordance with either explanation, senders may then have so-called “homemade beliefs” (Camerer and Weigelt, 1988) representing the percentage of receivers who are experimentally assigned a low type but choose $R$ rather than $D$ at any trust level. We revisit this issue in Section 6.

13 To show how $\rho_B$ can be computed, take as an example the parameters of the bl-treatments. We first find the value of $\mu_B$, which solves

$$(1 - \mu_B) \left(0 + 0.75 \left(\frac{24}{1 - 0.75}\right)\right) + \mu_B \left(\frac{56}{1 - 0.75}\right) = 96,$$

i.e., the sender of the binary game is indifferent between “always $N$” and the conditionally trusting strategy which starts with $H$. Since $\mu_B = 0.158$, and $\mu_B = 1/8 + \rho_B(7/8)$, we find $\rho_B = 0.038$. 

---
\[
t = 0: \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Sender} \\
L \quad \text{Receiver} \\
R [p_R] \quad \text{D} [1 - p_R]
\end{array}
\]

\[
t = 1: \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Sender} \\
L [p_L] \\
M [1 - p_L] \\
\text{Receiver} \\
R \\
M \\
D
\end{array}
\]

\[
t = 2: \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Sender} \\
M \\
D \\
\text{Receiver} \\
R \\
M \\
D
\end{array}
\]

\[
t = 3: \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{Sender} \\
\text{Always N} \\
\text{Always N}
\end{array}
\]

Notes: As an example, \( p_R = 3/11 \) and \( p_L = 34/43 \) in the bl-treatments. See the text for the full description of PBE with both types of receivers.

Fig. 4. The equilibrium path of \( E \) with a low-type receiver.

This case, gradualist strategies are unlikely to be useful and may backfire. In contrast, if \( \rho_B \) is high, such as in the vcE-treatments, then trust is very risky for the sender in the binary game, and the gradual game is likely to boost trust and efficiency relative to its binary version. To summarize: the higher the \( \rho_B \) value, (1) the higher the sender’s risk of trusting and the lower the rate of trust in the binary game, and (2) the higher the relative efficiency of the gradual game, giving rise to Hypothesis 1.

We now discuss the perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria (PBE) of the gradual games with the parametrization mentioned above. Again, we begin by assuming that \( \rho = 0 \). PBE predictions tend to be much more robust to \( \rho > 0 \) (i.e., \( \mu > 1/8 \)) in the gradual games than in their binary versions. Still, we will discuss the equilibrium implications of \( \mu \) values substantially higher than 1/8 for completeness at the end of this section.

Every PBE of every gradual game in our experiment is gradualist, and all PBEs are qualitatively identical at \( t = 0 \) and \( t = 1 \). In every equilibrium, the sender starts the relationship with \( L \), weakly increases the trust level as long as the receiver returns, and punishes default with static Nash reversion (i.e., always \( N \)). In every PBE, \( H \) is eventually reached after a testing phase if and only if the receiver is high type. A formal and complete description of the PBEs of the experimental gradual games as well as the related proofs can be found in Online Appendix A.1. As all PBEs of every gradual game are similar, below we focus for the sake of simplicity on a specific equilibrium, which we denote by \( E \). This equilibrium exists in every gradual game of our experiment. After explaining \( E \), we briefly discuss how other PBEs differ. We focus on \( E \) because it is Pareto efficient and provides the fastest information revelation. In particular, the sender and the receiver randomize only once on the equilibrium path of \( E \) unlike in other PBEs. As the high-type receiver always returns, we describe only the equilibrium path of \( E \) with a low-type receiver below (see also Fig. 4).

(i) At \( t = 0 \), the sender chooses low trust (L), and the receiver randomizes between \( R \) and \( D \).

(ii) If the receiver chooses \( D \) at \( t = 0, 1, ... \), the sender strategy at \( t + 1 \) is “always N.”

(iii) At \( t = 1 \), the sender randomizes between \( L \) and \( M \) if the receiver chooses \( R \) at \( t = 0 \).

1. If the outcome of the sender randomization at \( t = 1 \) is \( L \), the receiver chooses \( R \) with certainty. At \( t = 2 \) the sender chooses \( M \), and the receiver chooses \( D \) with certainty. Play continues according to (ii).

2. If the outcome of the sender randomization at \( t = 1 \) is \( M \), the receiver chooses \( D \) with certainty. Play continues according to (ii).
Given (i)-(iii) above, the sender learns the type of the receiver with certainty at the latest by the end of \( t = 2 \). In equilibrium \( E \) as well as in every other PBE, the choice of \( M \) always precedes \( H \), and the low type optimally defaults whenever \( M \) is chosen.\(^{14}\) Thus, in every PBE the sender eventually chooses \( H \) if and only if the receiver is high type. While the low-type receiver immediately defaults once \( M \) is chosen, he always returns with strictly positive probability if \( L \) is chosen on the equilibrium path. This is true in every PBE, and the only distinction across various equilibria of the gradual game is numerical at \( t = 0 \) and \( t = 1 \) as mentioned before. That is, in the notation of Fig. 4, only \( p_R \) and \( p_L \) can vary across equilibria at \( t = 0 \) and \( t = 1 \) respectively. At \( t = 2 \), \( E \) prescribes \( M \) with certainty if \( L \) and \( R \) were chosen at both \( t = 0 \) and \( t = 1 \) as seen in Fig. 4, whereas other PBEs prescribe randomization between \( L \) and \( M \). As a result, full information revelation can take longer in PBEs other than \( E \). All of these statements apply to every gradual game of the experiment. Our second hypothesis concerns the equilibrium predictions for the sender behavior in the gradual game treatments.

**Hypothesis 2 (Gradualism).** Sender behavior is consistent with the testing strategies described by the PBEs of the gradual games.

The equilibrium predictions we described above are robust to values of \( \mu \) greater than \( 1/8 \) up to a certain threshold specific to each gradual game. If \( \mu \) exceeds the respective threshold in a game, the best response of the sender is to choose \( M \) at \( t = 0 \) rather than \( L \), in contrast to our PBE description above. In addition, once \( \mu \) is sufficiently high and close to 1, gradualist strategies are no longer used in equilibrium as it is optimal for the sender to choose \( H \) at \( t = 0 \).

### 4.1. Experimental protocol

Our design is between-subject: each subject participated in only one treatment. In all treatments, subjects participated anonymously in a sequence of indefinitely repeated games. We refer to each indefinitely repeated game as a “match” and each repetition of the stage game within a match as a “round.” At the beginning of a match, each sender was randomly matched with a receiver. In each session, subjects were informed about the number of computerized receivers, and how they are programmed to choose. Senders and receivers were randomly rematched after the end of each match. Each session ended either after 25 matches were completed, or at the end of the first match that was completed after 75 minutes passed, whichever occurred first.

We implemented an indefinitely repeated game in the lab by using a random continuation rule. The probability of continuation after each round was the same for all matches in all treatments and was equal to the discount factor of the sender \( \delta_R = 0.75 \). Thus, the expected number of rounds in every match is four.

Each subject assigned the receiver role had a discount factor of 0.5; i.e., \( \delta_R = 0.5 \). This was implemented as follows. Starting from the second round of a match, the receiver payoffs in Fig. 3 were reduced by 1/3 in every round. For example, if the match continues to the second round and the sender chooses no trust in the second round, then the receiver obtains 10 in the second round, rather than 15 (since the continuation probability of 0.75 times 2/3 equals 0.5, the discount factor of the receiver is effectively equal to 0.5). This was clearly explained in the experimental instructions. Hence, our design for implementing \( \delta_R = 0.5 \) combines the case where the future is less valuable than the present and the case where each interaction randomly terminates with a positive probability. This design is a variation on an already existing experimental method in which pure payoff discounting is followed by pure random termination.\(^{15}\)

The experiment was conducted at the University of Vienna and the University of Konstanz.\(^ {16} \) Subjects were recruited from the student populations. We conducted six sessions for each treatment (48 sessions in total). 684 students participated in the experiment. All sessions were conducted through computer terminals using a program written in zTree (Fischbacher, 2007). The average payoff per subject was about €33, which includes €2 for filling in a post-experimental questionnaire. The instructions for the baseline treatments can be found in Online Appendix E.

### 5. Results

We now present our experimental results. In Section 5.1, we test Hypothesis 1, comparing payoffs between gradual games and their binary counterparts. Consistent with our predictions, we find that the gradual game reduces joint efficiency relative to its binary version in the treatment pair with the lowest risk of trusting in the binary game (i.e., lowest \( \rho_B \)), whereas the gradual game increases joint efficiency in the treatment pair with the highest risk (i.e., highest \( \rho_B \)). In the treatment pairs with intermediate levels of \( \rho_B \), the difference in joint payoffs across the two types of games is not statistically significant.

To check that our results in Section 5.1 are driven by the mechanisms in our theory, in Section 5.2 we study individual behavior. More specifically, we study the extent of gradualist behavior that is consistent with equilibrium (Hypothesis 2), and

\(^{14}\) We opted for a design in which receiver and sender payoffs vary in a nonlinear fashion because it ensures the existence of a relatively simple equilibrium such as \( E \) in which defaulting after \( M \) is the dominant strategy for the receiver, and both players randomize only once on the equilibrium path.

\(^{15}\) To be more precise, this existing method involves a fixed, known number of rounds played with certainty, and the payoffs of these rounds are discounted at a known discount rate of \( \delta < 1 \). After the rounds with certainty are played, payoffs are no longer discounted and in every round, the interaction continues to the next round with probability \( \delta \). See Fréchette and Yuksel (2017), and the references therein.

\(^{16}\) In particular, corresponding pairs of gradual and binary game experiments were always conducted at the same university.
check that sender trust in the binary game varies with $\rho_B$ as predicted. We find that gradualism is a robust phenomenon as many senders employ the gradualist strategies consistent with equilibrium in all four gradual games. In addition, we find that sender behavior strongly responds to the variation in the risk of trusting in the binary games. Thus, while trust is prevalent in all four gradual games, sender trust varies starkly across their binary counterparts giving rise to the efficiency differences reported in Section 5.1.

In our analysis, we focus on experienced play and discard the data of the first ten matches. We use a combination of nonparametric and parametric methods in our tests. For our nonparametric tests, the unit of observation is the session average, and for all tests we report two-sided significance levels.

5.1. Payoff comparisons across games and treatments

We now explain the analysis and results in detail. Since the length of each match is random in the experiment, and the match length affects payoffs, we control for the number of rounds played in each match in our payoff comparisons. In particular, we calculate the efficiency index

$$\frac{\pi^{\text{obs}} - \pi^{N}(r)}{\pi^{C}(r) - \pi^{N}(r)},$$

where $\pi^{\text{obs}}$ denotes the realized payoff of a match in a treatment, $r$ denotes the number of rounds in that match, $\pi^{N}(r)$ denotes the payoff if the static Nash equilibrium is played in all $r$ rounds, and $\pi^{C}(r)$ denotes the payoff from repeated full cooperation (i.e., in every round, the sender chooses $H$, and the receiver chooses $R$).

We compute three efficiency indices: one for joint payoffs, one for sender payoffs, and the third one for receiver payoffs. These indices are meant to measure the cooperativeness of play within a match. In particular, all three indices equal one if players coordinate on the most cooperative outcome, and zero if static Nash play prevails. Table 2 reports the summary statistics of the three indices by treatment pair and type of game (binary or gradual) along with statistical test results. The joint-efficiency index is clearly above zero for all treatments except for the vcle-binary game. This is because sender trust is limited in the vcle-binary game (consistent with the high $\rho_B$ parameter relative to other treatment pairs) as we will discuss in the next section. A further look at the respective indices for senders and receivers reveals that in every pair of treatments, the sender-efficiency index is considerably lower than the corresponding receiver-efficiency index, which suggests that many receivers gain at the expense of senders by (eventually) defaulting.

Table 2 shows that in the bl-treatments, the joint-efficiency index is 12.3 percentage points higher, and the receiver-efficiency index is 26.3 percentage points higher in the binary game than in the gradual game, which is statistically

---

**Table 2**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Joint-efficiency index</th>
<th>Sender-efficiency index</th>
<th>Receiver-efficiency index</th>
<th>$\rho_B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$bl$-gradual game</td>
<td>0.332 (0.020)</td>
<td>0.079 (0.019)</td>
<td>0.774 (0.038)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&lt;^{***}$</td>
<td>$=_{***}$</td>
<td>$=_{***}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$bl$-binary game</td>
<td>0.456 (0.031)</td>
<td>0.121 (0.050)</td>
<td>1.055 (0.089)</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hr$-gradual game</td>
<td>0.266 (0.021)</td>
<td>0.039 (0.036)</td>
<td>0.668 (0.039)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$=_{**}$</td>
<td>$&lt;^{**}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hr$-binary game</td>
<td>0.314 (0.040)</td>
<td>0.032 (0.057)</td>
<td>0.898 (0.085)</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$le$-gradual game</td>
<td>0.380 (0.015)</td>
<td>0.046 (0.029)</td>
<td>0.607 (0.026)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$=_{**}$</td>
<td>$&lt;^{**}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$le$-binary game</td>
<td>0.384 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.033 (0.058)</td>
<td>0.648 (0.079)</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcle-gradual game</td>
<td>0.130 (0.014)</td>
<td>$-0.011$ (0.013)</td>
<td>0.454 (0.039)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt;^{**}$</td>
<td>$&gt;^{**}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcle-binary game</td>
<td>0.012 (0.019)</td>
<td>$-0.135$ (0.048)</td>
<td>0.412 (0.075)</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table reports average efficiency indices $(\pi^{\text{obs}} - \pi^{N})/(\pi^{C} - \pi^{N})$ as defined in the text. Standard errors clustered by session are in parentheses. Test results are shown in the form $x^B$, where $x = "<"$ indicates that the summary statistic in the line above is smaller than the summary statistic in the line below, $x = "="$ indicates that there is no significant difference at the 10% level, $x$ represents the significance level according to a Mann-Whitney U test, and $b$ denotes the significance level according to the regression-based analysis in Online Appendix D. $$***$$, $$**$$ and $$*$$ indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

---

17 The percentage of behavior consistent with equilibrium predictions increases considerably during the first ten matches. Online Appendix B.1 provides an analysis of behavior in the first ten matches.

18 Receiver-efficiency indices are calculated only for subjects in the role of a receiver. When a sender is matched to a computerized receiver, the joint-efficiency index is computed exclusively based on the sender payoffs.

19 Note that the receiver-efficiency index may exceed one, since the efficiency gains from high trust is shared very unequally if the receiver defaults. In particular, the receiver-efficiency index for a receiver that defaults after the sender chooses $H$ in the first round is above 1 in matches that last 1-3 rounds. As an example, it equals 2.4 in a match that lasts one round.
significant (in both cases, $p < 0.05$ according to a Mann-Whitney test). As discussed in Section 4 (see also Table 2), this is the treatment pair associated with the lowest value of $\rho_B$. Recall the interpretation of $\rho_B = 0.038$: the unique equilibrium prediction of the $bl$-binary game is “always $N$” if $\rho < \rho_B = 0.038$, where $\rho$ is the share of experimental subjects who behave like a high type receiver (against their monetary interest). Once more than 3.8% of subjects in the receiver role behave like a high type, trust is sustained in the equilibrium of the $bl$-binary game and can be expected to be prevalent in practice. This is indeed the case: the data suggests that $\rho$ is higher than 3.8%, as sender trust and receiver return are prevalent in the $bl$-binary game and hence, the gradual game format is associated with reduced efficiency in the $bl$-treatments. As the respective $\rho_B$ value increases to 0.15 and 0.238 in $hr$ and $le$, the difference in the joint-efficiency index between the gradual and binary games becomes statistically insignificant in both treatments. Still, the receiver-efficiency index is lower in the $hr$-gradual game than in the $hr$-binary game ($p < 0.1$ according to a Mann-Whitney test). Finally, in vcle where $\rho_B$ is at its highest, gradualism is beneficial: consistent with the high theoretical value of $\rho_B$, trust is infrequent in the vcle-binary game, whereas the use of gradualist strategies in the vcle-gradual game boosts efficiency (e.g., $p < 0.01$ for joint payoffs according to a Mann-Whitney test). Thus, our findings are in line with part (i) of Hypothesis 1: the performance of the gradual game relative to its binary version is the worst in the treatment in which $\rho_B$ is lowest (bl), where it is harmful to efficiency. In contrast, the gradual game significantly improves efficiency in the treatment where $\rho_B$ is highest (vcle).

More generally, the difference in payoffs between a gradual game and its binary version (i.e., the relative efficiency of the gradual game) is increasing in $\rho_B$ as predicted in part (ii) of Hypothesis 1. This is shown in Fig. 5. We now test that the increasing pattern in Fig. 5 has statistical support by regressing the efficiency indices on a dummy for the gradual game (“gradual”) indicating whether an efficiency-index value comes from a gradual game or a binary game, the $\rho_B$ value for the respective treatment, and interaction terms for the gradual game and the respective $\rho_B$ value (“gradual×$\rho_B$”). Doing so, we provide evidence for part (ii) of Hypothesis 1 as follows (see Table 3):

- The coefficient on $\rho_B$ is negative and significant ($p < 0.01$ for all three indices) indicating that there is a significant decline in efficiency in the binary game as $\rho_B$ increases consistent with our theory.
- The coefficient on “gradual×$\rho_B$” is positive indicating that as predicted the relative efficiency of the gradual game is increasing with $\rho_B$ for all three efficiency indices ($p < 0.01$ for joint and receiver payoffs, and $p < 0.05$ for sender payoffs).

To summarize, we find compelling evidence that the impact of the gradual game relative to its binary version is consistent with our theoretical framework and Hypothesis 1. Some other remarks are in order. Firstly, our efficiency comparisons

---

20 Table 2 indicates that the difference is also statistically significant according to our parametric approach explained in more detail in Online Appendix D ($p < 0.01$).
Table 3
Testing Hypothesis 1 part (ii).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Joint-efficiency index</th>
<th>Sender-efficiency index</th>
<th>Receiver-efficiency index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gradual</td>
<td>−0.146***</td>
<td>−0.0643</td>
<td>−0.323***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0392)</td>
<td>(0.0477)</td>
<td>(0.0808)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρB</td>
<td>−1.109***</td>
<td>−0.649***</td>
<td>−1.780***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.110)</td>
<td>(0.165)</td>
<td>(0.287)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gradual × ρB</td>
<td>0.622***</td>
<td>0.426**</td>
<td>0.945***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.175)</td>
<td>(0.314)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.524***</td>
<td>0.150***</td>
<td>1.124***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0319)</td>
<td>(0.0436)</td>
<td>(0.0740)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>5,592</td>
<td>5,592</td>
<td>4,365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Robust standard errors clustered by session in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively.

may seemingly suggest that equilibrium gradualist strategies are sometimes futile or even harmful within the gradual game itself; however, this is not the case. As will be discussed in Section 5.2.1, equilibrium behavior generates the highest expected payoff for the senders of the gradual game given the empirical receiver behavior. Secondly, the gradual game improves sender payoffs relative to its binary version only in the vcle-treatments, whereas the improvement could theoretically be expected in the other treatment pairs as well. However, we observe that receivers tend to be more trustworthy in the binary game than in the gradual game, which may explain why sender payoffs differ across the gradual and binary games only when the asymmetric information problem is most severe as in the vcle treatments. We elaborate on this finding in Section 6.

5.2. Actions and strategies

Below, we first describe subject behavior in the gradual games paying particular attention to the degree to which senders use equilibrium strategies in the gradual games to test Hypothesis 2. Next, we study sender behavior in the binary games and how it varies with ρB. The link between our efficiency results and the observed sender behavior is discussed in detail in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1. Behavior in the gradual game

The primary purpose of this section is to test whether or not senders play the gradualist strategies as predicted by Hypothesis 2. We test this hypothesis in two ways.

- We test if equilibrium predictions outlined in Section 4 predict outcomes better than alternative strategies. When looking only at the first round of a match, every equilibrium predicts L, so we simply test whether this is chosen more frequently than the other three choices, namely N, M, and H. When considering later rounds in addition, we define a number of strategies, which are both intuitively reasonable and feature heavily in our data, against which we compare our equilibrium predictions.

- We test if our theory has predictive power, i.e., if senders are more likely than chance to play an equilibrium strategy. We also test the performance of other strategies we identified in the data against chance.

Throughout this section, all statistical comparisons are made using two-sided binomial tests, treating each session as an independent observation: an observation counts as a “success” if equilibrium strategies are more frequent in that session than predicted by chance (when testing predictive power), or if equilibrium predicts better than the alternative against which it is being compared (when testing equilibrium against other strategies).

We conduct tests separately for each treatment as well as pooling data across all four treatments. In pooling the data, we are testing the predictive success of our theory in a class of games, rather than a single game. This is, in a sense, a more robust test of the theory. It also gives us far more statistical power to make comparisons between different types of sender strategies.21

Behavior in the first round of a match Table 4 reports subject behavior in the first round of a match. The equilibrium choice of low trust (L) is by far the most common choice in the first round of all gradual games, with 53.5 – 68.5% of senders choosing L in the first round of a match, depending on the treatment. The minimum percentage of L in any session is 40%, so L is chosen with a significantly greater frequency than chance in the pooled data ($p < 0.01$) and in all four treatments individually ($p = 0.031$ in each treatment). Importantly, no other trust level is chosen with a significantly greater frequency

---

21 When we look separately at each treatment, a two-sided binomial test result is statistically significant only if either the hypothesis in question holds in all six sessions (in that case, $p = 0.031$ in a two-tailed test) or the hypothesis holds in five sessions with a tie in one session (in that case, $p = 0.062$ in a two-tailed test).
than chance. In addition, $L$ is the most common first-round trust choice in 23 out of 24 sessions ($p < 0.01$ in the pooled data, and $p = 0.031$ in every treatment but vcle). Table 4 also shows that receivers’ first-round return rate is at its highest if the sender chooses $L$ in every treatment except for vcle, but this is noisy as only 1.7% of subjects in the role of a receiver in vcle observe a choice of $M$ in the first round. The relatively high rate of returning low trust is consistent with equilibrium. As discussed in Section 4, a low-type receiver has an incentive to return after $L$ to build up a reputation and default once the trust level increases.22

Behavior analysis involving later rounds of a match To continue testing Hypothesis 2, we now classify senders’ behavior based on the outcomes in the first two, three, and four rounds of a match. In order to provide a classification of sender behavior in the first $n \geq 2$ rounds, we must restrict the data to matches that last at least $n$ rounds. In view of this requirement, we limit our analysis to the first four rounds. Classifying sender behavior in the first five rounds, for example, requires restricting the data to matches that last at least five rounds, which results in the loss of a large majority of the data and thus small numbers of observations due to the random continuation rule we use to implement indefinitely repeated games in the lab. We begin our analysis by identifying in the data “gradualist” game histories defined as follows.

Gradualist: Sender behavior is gradualist if the sender starts the relationship with either $L$ or $M$, (weakly) increases the trust level as long as the receiver returns, and punishes default with no trust thereafter.

We further classify “gradualist” behavior according to whether or not it is consistent with our equilibrium predictions (denoted by “equilibrium” and “non-equilibrium”). The proportion of “equilibrium” behavior is our main variable of interest. Of course, we do not observe the entire sender strategy in the experiment, and therefore, we can only rely on observed histories of sender behavior for equilibrium classification. Since every equilibrium strategy predicts randomizing between two actions in some rounds, we say that the sender behavior satisfies the criterion of being equilibrium if either one of these actions is chosen.23 In addition, to be classified as equilibrium, sender behavior must always be a best response to actual receiver behavior (which may be on or off the equilibrium path).

Among game histories that are not consistent with our (equilibrium or non-equilibrium) gradualist definition, many can be classified as being consistent with four intuitive strategies explained below.

Always $N$: The sender always chooses $N$ in which case the receiver has no choice to make.

$H$ until default: The sender starts by choosing $H$ in the first round and chooses $H$ if the receiver returned in all previous rounds, and $N$ otherwise.

Lenient: The sender behavior is lenient if the sender starts with a positive trust level, (weakly) increases the trust level as long as the receiver returns, and punishes default leniently by either choosing a strictly lower but positive trust level or choosing $N$ for a limited number of rounds followed by a positive trust level.

Hybrid: The sender behavior is hybrid if the sender starts with “always $N$” and then switches to “equilibrium” in the second, third or fourth round. This behavior suggests that the sender is roughly indifferent between the two strategies at the beginning of the game. An alternative name for this behavior would be suspicious gradualist, akin to suspicious tit-for-tat (Boyd and Lorberbaum, 1987).

---

22 We administered a questionnaire after the experiment and asked senders and receivers about their incentives to trust and return, respectively. Consistent with the theory, many receivers stated that if a low trust level was chosen, they imitated the computerized player with the hope that the sender would choose a higher trust rate in the coming rounds.

23 For example, focusing on match histories up to (and including) the sender’s choice in the second round, three are consistent with equilibrium: in all three, the sender begins with $L$ at $t = 0$, then chooses either $L$ or $M$ at $t = 1$ if the receiver chose $R$ at $t = 0$, and $N$ if the receiver defaulted at $t = 0$. 

---
Table 5
Classification of sender behavior in the gradual games in the first $n$ rounds, $n = 2, 3, 4$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Matches that last at least $n$ rounds</th>
<th>Gradualist</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equilibrium</td>
<td>Non-equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bl-gradual</td>
<td>$n = 2$</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 3$</td>
<td>47.7%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 4$</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hr-gradual</td>
<td>$n = 2$</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 3$</td>
<td>41.3%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 4$</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le-gradual</td>
<td>$n = 2$</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 3$</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 4$</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcle-gradual</td>
<td>$n = 2$</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 3$</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n = 4$</td>
<td>50.4%</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table reports the results of the classification of sender behavior in the gradual game treatments as defined in the text. To classify individual sender behavior in the first $n \in \{2, 3, 4\}$ rounds of a match requires discarding data from matches that last shorter than $n$ rounds.

Table 6
Chances of histories generated by random play.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>$n = 2$</th>
<th>$n = 3$</th>
<th>$n = 4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-equilibrium Gradualist</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always No Trust</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Trust until Default</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenient</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This table shows chances (in percentage terms) that random play generates match histories consistent with a listed strategy for $n = 2, 3, 4$.

We label sender behavior that does not fit into any one of these categories as “unclassified.” Our classification results are shown in Table 5. A first look at this table shows that equilibrium play is common, and by far the most frequent category in all treatments (46.3-57.7% for $n = 2$, 36.7-52.9% for $n = 3$, and 30.1-50.4% for $n = 4$). No other strategy comes close for any considered $n$.

We begin by testing the performance of equilibrium as well as the other strategies we identified in the data against chance. The first column in Table 6 presents the strategies explained above, and the remaining columns indicate the theoretical chance that random play generates a match history consistent with a given strategy for all considered $n$. To test the performance of a strategy against chance for given $n$, the empirical frequency of play consistent with that strategy is tested against the respective value in Table 6. Note that the numbers presented in Table 6 are also associated with the “precision” of a theory. In particular, lower values are associated with higher precision because a theory that is consistent with all possible histories of play would account for all the data but is clearly of no use in making predictions. The low figures for equilibrium play for all considered $n$ imply that the precision of equilibrium predictions is high, especially in analysis involving longer rounds.

We find that equilibrium play is more common than chance in all sessions for all considered $n$, meaning that our theory has predictive power overall ($p < 0.01$) and in each individual treatment ($p = 0.031$). Importantly, the same is not true for any other strategy. The only other strategies that pass the test of chance in some treatments (or in the pooled data) for some $n \in \{2, 3, 4\}$ are (i) non-equilibrium gradualist in le for $n = 3$ and bl for $n = 4$ ($p = 0.031$ in each case) as well as the pooled

---

24 We concentrate on the frequency of equilibrium behavior identified in Section 4 throughout, but this emphasis does not mean that any other behavior observed in the data cannot be rationalized. By invoking heterogeneous sender priors or risk aversion, it is possible to rationalize certain sender strategies such as “H until default”, “always N” or the non-equilibrium gradualist strategy that begins with M at $t = 0$.

25 Online Appendix B.2 contains complete lists of the frequencies of the observed match histories up to the second, third, and fourth sender decisions as well as the assignment of these match histories to the strategies described above for the baseline treatments as an example. The same analysis for the other treatments is available upon request.

26 Note that the frequency of equilibrium play does not differ statistically across any two gradual games except that the vcle-gradual game generates the highest frequency of equilibrium play for $n = 4$ (this is significant at the 5 percent level according to Mann-Whitney tests).

27 More precisely, the numbers in Table 6 are the chance terms we computed taking into account the presence of computerized high-type receivers and are valid for bl, hr, and le. The numbers against which we compare vcle data are slightly different as they also account for the presence of computerized receivers programmed to always default.
data for \( n = 3 \) and 4 (\( p < 0.01 \)); and (ii) always \( N \) in \( le \) for \( n = 2, 3, \) and 4 (\( p = 0.031 \)), and the pooled data for \( n = 2 \) and 3 (\( p = 0.064 \) and 0.023 respectively).

We now evaluate the success of equilibrium play against other strategies. Pooling data across treatments, we find that equilibrium play is significantly more frequent than each of the other strategies for all considered \( n \) (\( p < 0.01 \) in each case). For example, non-equilibrium gradualist behavior is consistent with many more histories (i.e., less precise) than equilibrium as indicated in Table 6, but still much less prevalent than equilibrium. Comparing equilibrium play against other strategies separately in each treatment, we have 60 pairwise comparisons: five strategies (other than equilibrium) in four treatments for three values of \( n \). We find that equilibrium play is significantly more frequent than other strategies in 55 out of 60 pairwise comparisons (\( p = 0.031 \) for 52 comparisons and \( p = 0.062 \) for 3 comparisons). In the rare occasions where the difference in frequency between equilibrium and another strategy is not statistically significant in a treatment, it is always due to failure in only a single session, i.e., equilibrium play is more frequent in five out of six sessions even in those exceptions where \( p > 0.1 \). The exceptions are: non-equilibrium gradualist in \( bl \) for \( n = 3 \) and in \( le \) for \( n = 4 \); always \( N \) in \( vcle \) for \( n = 2 \) and 3; and lenient in \( le \) for \( n = 4 \).

In summary, we find strong statistical evidence that our equilibrium predictions have predictive power: equilibrium play is more common than chance in all treatments separately as well as in the pooled data for all considered \( n \), which does not hold for any other strategy. In addition, equilibrium predictions perform significantly better than alternatives: equilibrium play is statistically the most frequent strategy in the pooled data for all considered \( n \) and, looking separately in each treatment, the most frequent in 55 out of 60 pairwise tests. These findings provide support for Hypothesis 2. In addition, sender experience increases the frequency of equilibrium play: the proportion of match histories consistent with equilibrium is larger after the first 10 rounds in all treatments and for all \( n \) considered (see Table 8 in Online Appendix B).

We close this section with a discussion of the average realized payoffs of the most commonly played sender strategies in the gradual games, namely the various gradualist strategies, “\( H \) until default,” and “always \( N \).” To be more specific, we compute the average expected return to these strategies (up to the third round) given observed receiver behavior in the experimental sessions.\(^{28}\) Overall, equilibrium behavior provides the highest expected return followed by non-equilibrium gradualist behavior. The worst strategy is “\( H \) until default.” We present a detailed description of the payoff calculations and payoffs of various strategies in Online Appendix C.

5.2.2. Behavior in the binary game

We classify sender behavior in the binary game defining strategies similar to those in the gradual game.\(^{29}\) In particular, our classification involves the following strategies: “\( H \) until default”, “always \( N \)”, “always \( H \)”, “lenient”, and “hybrid”. “Always \( H \)” is similar to the lenient strategy but even more forgiving as the sender always chooses \( H \) even if the receiver defaults. The hybrid strategy is such that the sender starts with “always \( N \)” and then switches to “\( H \) until default” in the second, third, or fourth round.

Table 7 presents the classification of sender behavior in each binary game. One main feature of the binary game data is the prevalence of trusting behavior except in \( vcle \) where the sender’s risk of trusting is the highest. In particular, a majority of senders choose either “\( H \) until default” or “always \( H \)” for all considered \( n \) in \( bl \) and \( hr \) consistent with their relatively low \( \rho_B \) values. Furthermore, the use of the strategy “\( H \) until default” is well justified in \( bl \) and \( hr \) as returning trust is prevalent in both binary games (see Table 17 in Online Appendix C). In contrast, the prevailing preference of senders for gradualist strategies in the gradual games of \( bl \) and \( hr \) limits efficiency gains relative to their binary versions. As a result, the binary game increases joint payoffs in \( bl \) and receiver payoffs in \( bl \) and \( hr \) as reported in Section 5.1.

The other main feature of the data is that “always \( N \)” is by far the most common strategy only in \( vcle \), which involves the highest \( \rho_B \) value as three computerized receivers are programmed to always default. The prevalence of “always \( N \)” results in low payoffs in the \( vcle \)-binary game, whereas the widespread use of gradualist strategies in the \( vcle \)-gradual game fosters trust and improves efficiency giving rise to findings discussed in Section 5.1.

While we found that the expected sender payoff from the strategy “\( H \) until default” is low in all the gradual games, this is not true in the binary games, with the exception of \( vcle \). This finding relates to the following observation. The receiver is in an identical situation in the first round if the sender chooses high trust in the gradual game or in its binary version. However, we observe that the return rate of subjects in that situation tends to be higher in the binary game than in the gradual game (see Table 15 in Online Appendix B.4).\(^{30}\) In Proposition 1, we assumed that there is no such difference, but if the binary game has a higher share of high-type receivers than the gradual game, this only strengthens part (iv) in Proposition 1 regarding the cost of gradualism.

---

\(^{28}\) We limit this analysis to three rounds of the more frequently observed strategies to ensure return rates are estimated with a reasonable number of observations.

\(^{29}\) Online Appendix B.3 contains complete lists of the frequencies of the observed match histories (up to the second, third, and fourth round) and their assignment to the strategies described in the text for the baseline treatments as an example. The same analysis for the other treatments is available upon request.

\(^{30}\) Note that the difference in returning behavior across the gradual and binary games develops over time and could therefore stem from the diverging experiences of receivers in the two types of games: testing strategies are not available in the binary game, and senders frequently choose to trust the receiver in three out of four binary games. See also Footnote 31.
Table 7
Classification of sender behavior in the binary games in the first \( n \) rounds, \( n = 2, 3, 4 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Matches that last at least ( n ) rounds</th>
<th>Always no trust</th>
<th>High trust until default</th>
<th>Always high trust</th>
<th>Lenient</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Unclassified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bl-binary</td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>45.7%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 4 )</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hr-binary</td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 4 )</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le-binary</td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>36.2%</td>
<td>40.7%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 4 )</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vcle-binary</td>
<td>( n = 2 )</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 3 )</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n = 4 )</td>
<td>48.2%</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table reports the results of the classification of sender behavior in the “Binary” treatments as defined in the text. To classify individual sender behavior in the first \( n \in \{2, 3, 4\} \) rounds of a match requires discarding data from matches that last shorter than \( n \) rounds.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks

We study strategic behavior in a trust-game setting with an infinite horizon where senders are uncertain about the trustworthiness of receivers. We observe that senders in the gradual games predominantly use equilibrium gradualist strategies in order to identify the “type” of the receiver they are matched with, and in turn, many low-type receivers imitate the high type at low trust levels as predicted by the theory. In other words, the equilibrium form of gradualism is a robust phenomenon in all four gradual games despite the sophisticated structure of equilibrium strategies. Moreover, equilibrium strategies bring senders higher expected payoffs than non-equilibrium strategies.

We compare the performance of the gradual game to its binary version in four pairs of treatments. Among these, the gradual game performs better than its “all-or-nothing” version only in the treatment pair where the asymmetric information problem is the most severe (due to the presence of computerized receivers that are programmed to default), and the return to trusting behavior is relatively low for the sender. Otherwise, the binary games generate high levels of cooperation, and gradualism is either unnecessary or even undermines efficiency. The existing literature has emphasized the benefits of gradualism. However, our framework also highlights its possible costs in a broader context, which allows for a comparison to a simple setting that involves dynamic incentives but not the option to use testing strategies.

According to our theoretical model, the comparison of the gradual game to its binary version depends on the share of unconditionally trustworthy, or “high type”, receivers. While rational and materially self-interested subjects in the role of a receiver should act as a low type in our experiment, we observe that a nontrivial share of subjects exhibits high-type behavior by returning trust in the binary game. There are two conceivable reasons for a receiver to exhibit high-type behavior. The first reason is that some receivers are sufficiently prosocial and would prefer returning trust rather than betraying the sender. This explanation is generally supported by a sizeable literature on prosocial preferences as well as the answers subjects gave in our post-experimental questionnaire. Many receivers referred to prosocial motivations and willingness to cooperate as the reason for returning sender’s trust. The second reason is that some subjects who are materially self-interested are also “broadly rational” and mistakenly believe that they are better off returning trust instead of defaulting especially in the binary game. The two explanations (i.e., prosociality and cognitive limitations) are not mutually exclusive and may both be relevant factors in receiver decision making.31

Irrespective of the source of the high-type behavior among subjects, our experimental design significantly varies the overall share of high-type receivers. This relates our paper to a broader literature on social capital and its impact on credit.32

Our bl-, hr-, and le-treatments can be viewed as “high-social capital” environments because, in addition to a computerized receiver that always returns, a nontrivial fraction of receivers exhibits high-type behavior. In contrast, the vcle-treatments can be viewed as a “low-social capital” environment due to the presence of three (computerized) untrustworthy receivers. With this characterization in mind, our experiment suggests that gradualism is redundant and sometimes even costly in

31 Prosociality and cognitive limitations may also be relevant in explaining why we see some difference in the share of high-type behavior across the gradual game and its binary version. If prosociality is the main reason behind the high-type behavior, then the difference may be due to some form of “crowding out”. That is, the frequent use of testing strategies in the gradual game may signal that the norm in that game is to default and that the sender does not trust the receiver’s intrinsic motivation to return. As a result, prosocial behavior may be crowded out in the gradual game (see Bohnet et al. (2001) and Falk and Kosfeld (2006) as examples for crowding out of prosocial behavior, and Gneezy et al. (2011) for an extensive survey of the literature). If cognitive limitations are the main reason behind the high-type behavior, then the difference may be due to the fact that the gradual game makes senders more strategic and enables them to understand the monetary incentives better.

32 As an example, Fukuyama (1995) defines social capital as “the existence of a certain set of informal values or norms shared among members of a group that permit cooperation among them.”
high-social capital environments, but beneficial in an environment characterized by low social capital. This interpretation finds support, if indirectly, from various results reported in the literature. For example, Guiso et al. (2004) measuring social capital across Italy report that in “social-capital-intensive areas, households are also more likely [...] to obtain credit when they demand it” and that “the likelihood of receiving a loan from a relative or a close friend decreases with the level of social capital that prevails in the area.” Karlan et al. (2009) develop and find empirical support for a model in which the social network influences how much individuals trust each other. Their results indicate that a dense social network generates high (bonding) social capital, which is particularly important for access to increased (informal) borrowing. Moreover, perhaps reflecting different levels of social capital among native Spaniards and between native Spaniards and immigrants, Diaz-Serrano and Raya (2014) “observe that immigrant borrowers are charged substantially higher interest rates in their mortgages than their native counterparts” and add that these “differentials remain high and significant even after controlling for differences in creditworthiness and other factors.” Arguably, these are examples of what our experimental results suggest, namely, that in a high (low) social capital environment a binary (gradual) “institution of trust” will be more efficient or emerge endogenously more often.

Our interpretation is seemingly also supported by the prevalence of progressive lending in microcredit. Still, we are not aware of any field study showing the optimality of the steep progressive-lending schemes employed in microfinance, and this may be an important direction for research in the field especially relevant for non-profit lenders. Another possible direction for future research would be to implement gradual and binary games in the field to see whether our findings about the costs and benefits of gradualism also emerge in naturally occurring low- and high-social capital environments, such as within and across groups of people with different ethnic backgrounds or religious beliefs.

Appendix. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geb.2021.07.008.
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